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Why  are  mountain/gravity  waves  relevant ?
•     they  generate coherent and  extended vertical motion fields
(in contrast to  „local“ thermals)
atmosphere is „rather  horizontal“        – 40000 km : 40 km = 1000 : 1
jetstream  vs.  mean upward motion    – 50 m/s  :  0.5 m/s  =   100 : 1
•    updraughts  5 m/s   are   special  and  worth to be  investigated
Specific  questions
•     are  there  indications  for  wave  breaking ?
•     to  what  extent  can  observed cloud decks  be  simulated ?
•     rôle  of   three-dimensional topography ?
Which quantities to look at ?
•     potential temperature                      •     vertical velocity
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... apparently  play both effects a rôle   
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Gravity waves  above  the  Alps
• a  long standing topic   (more  than  60  years  development)
•   MAP–SOP produced  unprecendeted data sets
•   simulations are  getting  peers to   (high-tec) measurements 
•   phenomenological approach  chosen  (what  can be seen?)
•   quite  something  remains to be evaluated  and  understood  ....
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and  the  sport  freaks  ...
Conclusions
•   IOP-10 contained  wave breaking ,  but not fully sampled
•   cloud  decks  and cloud gap are simulated  (more work needed)
•   3-d  topography  re-enhances  trapped waves
...  continue  to fly  and  to  measure as  well
Aim:  2000 km  wave-glider-flight  Alps–Tatra–Ukraine
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